
  

CAMERA CONTROLS
and KEY CONCEPTS

 



  



  

aperture

● https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=YojL7UQTVhc



  

ISO aka FILM SPEED

● https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=vxsZQezZyOM



  



  

Film speed review



  

Glossary review



  

Shutter Speed/Shutter Types 

The biggest functional difference between a leaf shutter and a focal 
Plane shutter is the ability of a focal plane shutter to precisely allow the 
same amount of exposure time for the entire field of light collected at the 
front of the lens and to allow the practical use of faster shutter speeds.



  



  



  

Depth of Field

For many cameras, depth of field (DOF) is the 
distance between the nearest and the farthest 
objects that are in acceptably sharp focus in 
an image. The depth of field can be calculated 
based on focal length, distance to subject, the 
acceptable circle of confusion size, and 
aperture.



  



  

● The wider your aperture, the narrower your 
depth of field. 

● wide aperture values ( f/1.8 to f/3.5) will result 
in an image with a narrow section of your 
subject in focus and much of the background 
out of focus.



  

● Depth of field also varies depending on the 
distance between the photographer and the 
subject, and it will also vary depending on the 
focal length of lens used. 

● The closer you are physically to your subject, 
the narrower the depth of field will be. 



  

3 contributors to depth of field

1- Aperture

2- Lens focal length

3- Distance from subject to camera



  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RDXLGOo-fyc

Think about “in-focus content” when you think 
about Depth of Field

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RDXLGOo-fyc


  

EXPOSURE TRIANGLE 
REVISITED



  



  

APERTURE + SHUTTER SPEED + ISO (FILM SPEED) 

= 3 EXPOSURE controls

- 3 ELEMENTS THAT WORK TOGETHER TO EXPOSE 
YOUR PHOTO IMAGE 
“correctly”

THINK ABOUT THESE ELEMENTS AS A TRIANGLE
THAT MUST BE KEPT IN 
EQUAL BALANCE



  

Exposure Latitude & DYNAMIC RANGE

EXPOSURE LATITUDE:  The usable range 
of a specific film is called its latitude.

Exposure Latitude is the extent to which
a light-sensitive material can be overexposed 
or underexposed and still achieve an “acceptable 
result.” 

This measure is used for digital and analogue
processes, i.e. Photography.

*Colour negative film has more latitude than
colour transparency film (slide film).

DYNAMIC RANGE: The range of light 
intensities a film can capture
simultaneously. 

A recording medium (i.e. film) with greater
Dynamic range will be able to record more
details in the dark and light areas of a picture. 

Latitude depends on dynamic range.*
If the same scene can be 
recorded using less than the 
full brightness range available 
to the medium, the exposure can
be shifted along the range without
losing information in the shadows 
or highlights. 

Greater exposure latitude allows one to 
Compensate for errors in exposure while
retaining quality.



  

Exposure and Colour Film

The thing is that exposure on film (unlike in digital photography)
is not equivalent at all to overall brightness of an image. 

For example, in the digital photography world when someone speaks of an
overexposed image you instantly imagine a bright, all-white image with
(probably) clipped highlights. In the film world this is not necessarily so. 

Color film’s latitude is huge.

Like 2-3 stops for underexposure and up to 6 stops for over-exposure !



  

digital

film

Dynamic range



  

bracketing

Bracketing refers to the practice of adjusting your camera
controls to produce lighter and darker versions of the
same image you are shooting

WHY YOU DO THIS:

If you are not sure of your correct “exposure” triangle 
or find yourself in a situation where you cannot
repeat a shooting session, it is wise to try several
different exposure outcomes.

This way you can achieve at least 1 exposure that works.



  



  

Bracketing cont'd

● Technically, this can be accomplished by changing either the shutter 
speed or the aperture.

● Since the aim here is to alter the amount of exposure, but not the overall 
visual effect, exposure compensation for static subjects is typically 
performed by altering the shutter speed for as long as this is feasible.

● Special note: Exposure can also be changed by altering the light level, 
for example using neutral-gray filters or changing the degree of illumination 
of the subject (e.g. artificial light, flash). 



  

Bracketing to ensure good colour
negative density

BRACKETING EXPOSURES to obtain 
“GOOD NEGATIVE DENSITY”:

● Bracket toward overexposure when working 
with negative film. 

● Expose film at metered setting. 
● Then expose another frame at 1/2 stop or one 

full stop increased exposure. 



  



  



  

1) If the original setting was 1/125 sec at F11:

Leave shutter speed at 1/125 sec and OPEN 
THE APERTURE to F8
(increase amount of light by using a larger aperture)

OR CHANGE THE SHUTTER SPEED

2) leave the aperture at F11 and set the 
shutter speed at a SLOWER setting, 1/60 
second
(increase amount of light by using slower shutter speed)

Aperture vs. Shutter Speed Bracketing



  

REFLECTIVE IN-CAMERA
LIGHT METER

x



  

● Your camera uses an internal reflected light

meter
● Reflected light is the light that bounces off your 

subject and other elements in the scene. 

Reflected light metering



  

REFLECTED LIGHT cont'd
● Reflected-lighting metering is also available as a feature on many 

handheld light meters. 

● This is not the ideal metering technique because it takes a reading of the entire scene
(highlight and shadow areas) and provides an averaged reading designed to record
 the scene or subject 18-percent gray (also called middle gray). This gray is a standard 
value designed to provide a safe exposure for “average” subjects.



  

The light meter will measure the amount of light for a given ISO, will calculate 
F-stop and shutter speed combinations that will produce a correct exposure for a scene.

Reflected light meter reading
-the meter is pointing at the subject measuring the light emitting from
It/them.

Incident light meter reading
-the meter is pointing at the camera, from the subject position, 
measuring the light falling on the subject.



  

Reflective in-camera light
meter

● “Light meters in cameras react to how intense the light is as seen 
from the camera. SLRs measure the light (called metering) through 
the lens – TTL. They collect light that has actually passed through 
the camera’s lens and measure its intensity. 

● There are problems when the scene has parts that are much 
brighter or darker than others, for example shadows on a sunny 
day. This can trick the light meter into measuring the intensity of the 
light incorrectly, depending on which part of the scene was 
illuminating the sensor.”

digital-photography-school.com



  

“Reflected meters are aimed at the subject 
from the camera, and meters the light that the 
subject's colors reflect. A white background or 
subject reflects a lot of light, which reads high, 
so the meter underexposes the picture.”

● https://www.scantips.com/lights/metering.html



  



  

TYPES OF LIGHT

REFLECTED LIGHT

VS

INCIDENT LIGHT

Light reflected off of a subject

↑
Subject

VS

↓
Subject

Light falling onto a subject



  

INCIDENT LIGHT VS REFLECTED

An incident ray is a ray of light that strikes a surface. The angle between this ray and 
the perpendicular or normal to the surface is the angle of incidence.

The reflected ray corresponding to a given incident ray, is the ray that represents the 
light reflected by the surface.



  



  

NEGATIVE DENSITY



  

The “density” of film refers to the amount of 
light a negative transmits. The denser or more 
blocked from light the sections of a negative 
are, the darker they will be in print. This is 
called negative film density.



  



  

While negative film is very forgiving and has a nice amount of latitude, nailing your 
exposure is still the ultimate goal.

An underexposed negative has very low contrast, overall low density,
lacks detail in the shadow and weak highlights.

UNDEREXPOSURE



  

UNDEREXPOSED



  

● An overexposed negative has low contrast, 
overall high density, is too dark in the shadows 
and too dense in the highlights.



  

OVEREXPOSED



  

A negative that is underexposed and normally developed has little or 
no detail in the shadow areas that are important to the subject. It is 
described as "thin"

"Dense" refers to exposure. For example, a negative that is a little 
overexposed would be called "thick" or "dense".



  

Equivalent Exposures
The light meter will only indicate one aperture/shutter speed combination

You are not limited to this combination.

You can combine an equivalent combination that will give the same
Exposure but the results will differ in terms of depth of field and motion

EXAMPLE:

If we have a normal light meter setting of 500 at f11 for a subject and we want to 
open the shutter up for a LONGER time to allow for blur and thus we set the shutter
to 250 we now must adjust the aperture to KEEP THE LIGHT THE SAME as it falls
on the film. 

The shutter was set to let in MORE light so the aperture must be set to
let in LESS light to keep the amount equal. So, we move the aperture to f16 and now 
we have an EQUIVALENT exposure. If we move the shutter to 125 the aperture would 
move to f22 which is about as small as most cameras will go. All of this works because
each setting of the aperture AND the shutter are each half or double the one next to it.



  



  

Meters make an assumption that most scenes average out to a 
“medium gray.” The meter calculates an exposure that will
reproduce the average level of light as a medium gray tone in 
the final photographic image.

18% gray cards 
-used in situations when you don't have a handheld incident light
Meter
-effective because you treat a grey card as a “balancing” device
For your colour-light exposure
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V1y89K2kios

Instructions:
-get close enough to the card so that the camera can meter based
Only off of the light reflected off of the gray card
-make sure you are not casting shadows on the grey card
-follow the light reading on your reflected light meter



  



  

Sunny 16 rule

If your light meter breaks, or you don't have one and you are
On site shooting you can try to remember a general rule regarding
Weather conditions and light-aperture settings.

WEATHER CONDITIONS

SNOW/SAND    F/22
SUNNY      F/16
OVERCAST       F/8
HEAVY OVERCAST F/5.6
OPEN SHADE/SUNSET F/4

FOR THE SHUTTER SPEED YOU USE THE 
RECIPROCAL OF
THE ISO SPEED: 
ISO 200 = 1/250
ISO 400 = 1/500



  

4 PRIMARY LIGHTING SCENARIOS and 
EXPOSURE VARIABLES

OUTSIDE – weather and daylight determining

your exposure

INSIDE – various forms of lighting affecting 

shadows, exposure and light meter readings

STUDIO – 3 point lighting set up, portable

flashes, ambient and diffused light 

NIGHT TIME – lack of all light, portable flash, 
outside fluorescent and tungsten lights



  

LIGHTing and COLOUR to be 
continued...

The portable flash, types of light in 
relation to colour exposure, studio 
lighting, colour temperature and 
filters to be discussed later...



  

Basic 10 Rules of Composition

1) rule of thirds

2) balance

3) leading lines

4) symmetry

5) viewpoint

6) figure to background

7) framing vs. cropping

8) depth

9) patterns repetition

10) don't cut limbs off when cropping/framing



  

1) rule of thirds

The guideline proposes that an image should be imagined as divided into nine equal 
parts by two equally spaced horizontal lines and two equally spaced vertical lines, 
and that important compositional elements should be placed along these lines or 
their intersections



  Degas 
painting



  

2) balance

Balance is the basis of every composition; it determines whether the photo is pleasing and
harmonious or uncomfortable and unresolved to look at. 
Take balance in it’s literal sense and the analogy of weighing scales comes to mind.



  



  

3) leading lines

create a visual journey from one part of 
your image to another; 

place your subject where the lines converge
 to give the subject 
more importance in the frame and draw
 the viewer's attention directly to it; 

or make a cyclical composition, with the
lines leading the eye in a circular motion 
and never out of the frame in a disappointing
way



  

Eric Kim



  

4) symmetry
Symmetry is a vague sense of harmonious and beautiful proportion and balance

Jessica Eaton



  

5) viewpoint

Changing the camera viewpoint or camera angle are two simple ways of controlling composition.

Can add drama or even bring out an unusual
aspect of a subject

Subjects you photograph are three-dimensional and should be photographed from an angle 
(to the right or left of and/or from higher or lower than the subject) that allows the viewer to
see more than one side of the subject
 
The photographer should study the subject from different sides and angles. 
Walk around the subject and look at it from all viewpoints. See it from elevated and low positions as well as from
eye level to find the best composition. 

This greatly assists in composing the subject for the best balance and helps to select a 
background that compliments, not distracts from the subject

The terms viewpoint and camera angle are often used interchangeably. 
They can also have different meanings depending on how they are applied.
 “Viewpoint" is the camera position in relationship to the subject. "Camera angle" is the angle in which the 
camera lens is tilted



  

POINTERS

● Simplify
● Fill the Frame
● Avoid the Middle
● Follow Lines
● Pay Attention to Colour
● Break the Rules Self-Consciously



  

THE colour darkroom ENLARGER

A dichroic head is a lamphouse with filters built-in, and the colors can be adjusted by dial. 



  



  


